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May is going to be a very busy month. Not only
is the MWA Annual all Day Seminar taking place
on18th May, but we also have a Craft Fair at
Mapleduram on the Bank Holiday weekend of
3rd 4th and 5th May, and the Art Exhibition in the
Great Barn, Ruislip from 24th May to 1st June.
As if that was not enough to be getting on with,
we are committed to taking part in Daventry
Woodworks on 10th and 11th May. There will
have to be some nifty juggling by the committee
to fit it all in! We ask for the co-operation of
members to help us with this task.
Seminar, 18th May. There are still some places
available for delegates to the Seminar. Hosting
the Seminar is well known turner Gary Renouf.
There is an interesting account of Gary Renouf
and his turning activities on the Club Notice
Board. For the first time in several years,
because of increases in the costs of hall hire and
catering we have reluctantly had to increase the
ticket price to £18. Nevertheless, we believe it
represents real value for money for a whole day
of expert instruction, including a buffet meal and
coffee breaks. Please contact the Treasurer,
Derek Pollecutt to book your place.(Tel. 020 8866
9687 if you will not be at the April meeting).
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March Meeting
Gary Rance was our
demonstrator for the
March meeting. He is a
professional full time
turner who became
apprenticed after
deciding by the toss of a
coin whether to take up
wood turning or metal
turning when he left
school. These things
don’t happen
nowadays!

made eccentric jig,
which enables the
blank to be held with
complete safety in
large size chuck jaws,
and greatly facilitates
quantity production.
Gary said that we
would have to buy his
video to find out how
to make the jig! Both

Gary always begins his demonstrations with a
short tutorial on spindle turning and the four
essential turner’s tools. He makes it look so easy,
even demonstrating how to get a deliberate catch
with the skew chisel! He was to demonstrate the
making of two of his regular pieces, beginning
with his attractive wooden pendants. Other people
make pendants, but they often use unsafe methods.
The process began with a slice of suitable
decorative wood with a small hole drilled in its
centre. The hole enabled the slice to be mounted
between two ‘Steb
Centres’. A four
prong driver and a
ring centre could be
used, but are not
nearly as good The
blank was turned to
an exact diameter
and also on both
faces. To make the
off centre hole in
the pendant, Gary
uses uses a specially
Gary’s second project was his well known
“onlay” box. This gives the impression of an
inlay, but avoids the difficult measuring and sizing
the true inlay involve. The first part of the
demonstration was standard box making technique.
Gary discussed and demonstrated methods of
hollowing, using a spindle gouge. The spindle
gouge works largely as a scraper in this
application, and also leaves a rounded corner to the
excavation. Gary showed a purpose made tool
called a box scraper which is used to create a
square internal corner. Many turners already have
small scrapers adapted for this purpose, but the
box scraper is specially suitable for small work. It
should be used cutting on its end rather than on its
side, which is not easily resharpened. The
onlaying process began when the part finished lid
was placed on the almost finished body part of
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sides of the
pendant were
turned and
polished, and
it
only remained
to fit
a silver locket
loop
and leather
neck
cord to
complete a very elegant example of a
wooden pendant.

the box. Gary had pre-prepared squares of
white Corian with a hole drilled centrally. A
spigot was turned on the top of the lid to be a
close fit in the hole, and the Corian glued in
place with super glue. Gary stressed the need
for complete accuracy in the fit of the parts
before applying the glue, otherwise gaps will
show around the
finished onlay. After
leaving enough time
to ensure that the
glue had cured, he
then turned away
most of the Corian,
leaving a ring
simulating an inlay.
All that was needed
now was to finish

March Meeting Contd.

and polish the box and lid. The lid, which was a tight fit, had to be removed, and eased. The trick
was to use a piece of softwood as a punch, when a light tap with a hammer removed the lid without
damaging it. Altogether this was the slick demonstration which we have come to expect from
Gary. He accompanied it with a stream of essential hints and tips on tool usage and much else
besides. His upbeat and chirpy delivery kept everyone on their toes, and he finished on time!

February Workshop
The topic was the making turned figurines.
Turned figurines have been made over a long
period in particular areas of Germany, where
traditions and conventions relating to them
have become well established. Stuart King
has researched the subject, and has himself
made many examples. To help the evening
along, he brought in some of his collection
of small turned figurines, and related objects.
They were well worth inspecting, all being
amusing caricatures of one kind or another.
Much depends upon the imagination of the turner, and upon artistic ability. Most are very simple
shapes, well within the scope of even beginning turners, but they are brought to life by the use of
coloured paints to add details. It is not known how many succcessful figurines were produced
during this evening, but plenty of shavings were in evidence.
As an extra for the evening, Tony Champion brought in his ‘Beall’ buffing kit, and demonstrated
how simple it was to produce a finish on turned objects like the glaze on pottery. It really wrks, if
you are a fan of super glossy finishes. The finish is durable too, and suitable for items getting
much handling, and best of all, it is easily renewable. It is important that the work is really well
prepared, as the process will not remedy skimped preparation. Instead it shows it up! The Beall kit
ie quite expensive, but cheaper versions are offered by other companies, which would be quite
adequate for the occasional user. There was a lot of interest shown in Tony’s demonstration. It
would be interesting to see the results if micro crystalline wax replaced the carnuba wax used for
the final polish. Perhaps someone will try it and let us know the outcome.

Just a Thought
If you would like some feedback on things you have made, but do not wish to subject them to
the detailed scrutiny of the competition table, there is another table simply for you to display
your work, and perhaps discuss it with others. Some very good things have been seen here in
recent months. Why not give it a go? You could graduate to the competition table after a while!
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Gallery

This item should really be seen in colour.
Visit www.middxturners.com

Non-competition items
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